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Matches on TV 
(Local Timings)

UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
FC Barcelona v Olympique Lyonnais 23:00
beIN SPORTS HD 2
Bayern Munich v Liverpool 23:00
beIN SPORTS HD 1

MUNICH: Jurgen Klopp brings Liverpool to Germany to
resume their battle against Bayern Munich with the hosts
billing today’s Champions League last 16 return leg as an
all or nothing showdown.

After a goalless draw at Anfield in the first leg three
weeks ago, everything is to play for at Munich’s Allianz
Arena.  Klopp knows what awaits his Reds in the highly-
charged arena where Bayern tend to raise their game and
away teams face a barricade of whistles whenever they
touch the ball.

“The four goals are all well and good,” said Klopp after
Liverpool’s 4-2 win on Sunday at Burnley, with Roberto
Firmino and Sadio Mane both scoring twice. “But what
does that have to do with Munich? It will not be so easy to
score four goals there as well.”

The 51-year-old has a modest record of nine wins, five
draws and 16 defeats in 30 games against the Bavarians-as
coach of either Liverpool or former clubs Mainz and
Dortmund-dating back to 2004.

However, in his seven seasons with Dortmund, between
2008 and 2015, Klopp managed an impressive four wins,
plus a draw and four defeats, from nine games in Munich.
He tasted victory on his last visit to the Allianz Arena in
April 2015 when Dortmund beat Bayern on penalties in the
semi-final of the German Cup.

Klopp knows that his team must walk tall at Bayern’s
home. “It’s a much more positive moment for Bayern. They
are top of the table and winning games comfortably
again,” Klopp told Liverpool’s website. Bayern have hit
form, winning their last three games with a goal ratio of 12-
1 since the first-leg draw.

“But if we are at our best, we can be exceptional.”
Liverpool fans hope Reds’ striker Mo Salah has a red-let-
ter day in Munich after just one goal in his last eight
games. His lack of goals has not stopped Liverpool staying
in contention for the Premier League title as Mane and
Firmino have filled the breach.

The Liverpool match is seen as a season-defining tie for
the German champions. The five-time winners last failed to
get through the last 16 stage in 2011 and confidence is high
after they moved into top spot in the Bundesliga at the
weekend for the first time since September.

“It’s a very important game - everything is riding on
this,” said sporting director Hasan Salihamidzic. “The boys
have put some more self-confidence in the tank,” he added
after Saturday’s 6-0 mauling of Wolfsburg.

Bayern will be without the suspended Thomas Mueller,
but James Rodriguez will slot seamlessly into the attacking
midfield role. Like Klopp, the Colombian expects a red-hot
atmosphere having proved his form with a stunning goal at
the weekend.

“The fans will get right behind us and drive us on, so
that we feel good and give our all,” Rodriguez told
Bayern’s website. “We will have to put in the perfect match
in order to go through. “Liverpool have quick players, who
feel good when they get a lot of room, but I think we have
every chance to go through.”— AFP
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Liverpool

Zidane risks reputation to usher 
in new era at Real Madrid

‘For the best coaches and players, there is always self-belief’
MADRID: Zinedine Zidane stood for 29 minutes field-
ing questions but all of them really came down to two:
Why now? And, what next? 

In a packed auditorium in the belly of the Santiago
Bernabeu on Monday night, Raul and Roberto Carlos
took their seats in the front row while journalists
squeezed up against the walls, an hour and a half after
the official announcement. 

Santiago Solari had been sacked as coach of Real
Madrid and in his place Zidane would return, 284 days
after he had left.  On May 31 last year, sitting next to
the club’s president Florentino Perez, Zidane had said
the team would not keep winning with him in charge. 

They failed to win without him, first under Julen
Lopetegui, the sacked Spain coach, and then Solari, the
interim-turned-permanent coach, who watched on as
Madrid’s season went up in smoke in six days. 

Solari’s exit was inevitable but the idea any suitable
replacement would take over for 11 La Liga games,
with nothing to preside over except the aftermath of a
crisis, seemed fanciful.  “When the president called me
the first thing I thought was: go,” said Zidane. Which
begs the question: what has changed?  Rest may have
refreshed motivation, particularly for Zidane, who said
himself, “I have never been far away”. 

He has stayed in Madrid and attended a handful of
matches, while three of his sons still play for the club at
various levels. For him, the move back might have been
less of a leap than it seems from the outside. 

Yet the greatest lure may be that the team has been
failing. For the best coaches, and players, there is
always self-belief, a sense that no problem is too big to
solve.  Zidane knew he would return with more author-
ity than ever, far more even than after he had hoisted a
third consecutive Champions League trophy. 

The suspicion then was that he was just a face, a
popular manager to keep the ship steady while star

players engineered their own success. As two coaches
came and went, Zidane’s stock rose with every chance
missed, every seat left empty and every point that
Barcelona moved further away.  

“I returned because the president called me. I love
him and I love this club,” he said. “We will change
things, for sure, for the years to come.” Zidane could
have waited until the summer but the job might not
have been available. Jose Mourinho, speaking on his
increasingly regular public appearances, seemed
eager. 

Perez was under fire from all directions, from the
fans, many of whom blamed the board more than Solari
in the newspaper polls, and from the players, led by
Sergio Ramos. “The problem is bad planning,” Ramos
reportedly shot back during a heated argument with
Perez following last week’s defeat to Ajax.

A new coach could ease the pressure and one like
Zidane, remove it almost completely. “We need to start
working on a new glorious era,” said Perez. “That is
why we welcome back Zinedine Zidane.” 

Zidane has three months to decide what needs
changing. He arrives under no illusions. Madrid tri-
umphed in Europe but in La Liga last season,
Barcelona finished 17 points ahead. Now the gap is 12. 

“I don’t forget what we won but I also don’t forget
the bad things we did all together last year,” he said.
The temptation might be to discard a lot and spend
even more, but the challenge for Zidane is to find the
balance between reform and revolution. A fresh start
could bring ousted players in from the cold while
progress made by talented youngsters like Vinicius
Junior, Sergio Reguilon and Marcos Llorente could
quickly be lost. 

Ronaldo has gone and, while it was unavoidable the
team would miss him, others have struggled to fill the
void. Gareth Bale and Zidane were barely speaking

during the second half of last season and Bale is
understood to be less than enthused by the
Frenchman’s return. A clean slate is possible but a
parting appears more likely. 

Decisions will need to be made too on Marcelo and

Isco, who have both endured torrid seasons, while
Keylor Navas was once a favourite of Zidane’s, which
could spell trouble for Thibaut Courtois. Luka Modric,
heavily linked with a move to Italy last summer, may
feel it is time for something new. —AFP

MADRID: Real Madrid’s newly appointed French coach Zinedine Zidane (R) poses with his wife Veronique (C) and
Real Madrid’s Spanish president Florentino Perez (L) after giving a press conference on Monday in Madrid. — AFP

LONDON: Liverpool travel to German champions
Bayern Munich today hoping to complete a clean sweep
for Premier League sides in the Champions League last
16. But with the tie poised at 0-0 after a tense first-leg at
Anfield three weeks ago, much will depend on
Liverpool’s front three of Mohamed Salah, Roberto
Firmino and Sadio Mane rediscovering their scoring
form on the road in Europe.

Tottenham drew first blood for English sides in three
Anglo-Bundesliga battles with an impressive 4-0 aggre-
gate victory over Borussia Dortmund, while Manchester
City are expected to comfortably see off struggling
Schalke with a 3-2 first leg lead to take home for yester-
day’s second leg.

However, Bayern, so consistently the cream of the
crop in Germany, pose an all-together different chal-
lenge for Liverpool boss Jurgen Klopp on his return to
his homeland. For once a raucous atmosphere was not
enough to help the Reds build a first leg lead on home

soil three weeks ago, meaning Liverpool must end a run
of five straight defeats in the Champions League away
from Anfield to progress to the last eight.

Last season Salah, Firmino and Mane scored 10
Champions League goals each as Liverpool’s firepower
carried them to the final. Seven games into this European
campaign, that same trio have combined for just six goals
- four of which came in a routine home win over Red
Star Belgrade.

Indeed, the only goal Liverpool managed at all in
three group stage defeats on the road to Napoli, Red
Star and Paris Saint-Germain came via a James Milner
penalty in the French capital. Mane and Firmino at least
warmed up for the trip to Munich by each scoring twice
in a 4-2 win over Burnley on Sunday as Liverpool
remained in the Premier League title race, just a point
behind pace setters City.

Salah, by contrast, has struck just once in his last eight
games, although he did make a positive impact as a
provider against Burnley and in the recent 5-0 thrashing
of Watford. “For me Mo Salah was the best player on the
pitch and he did not score,” said Klopp on Sunday.  “I’m
not sure that you will see that in a lot of ratings, because
he’s a striker and didn’t score so then you make of it what
you want. But we have no problem with confidence.” The
spotlight on Salah all season has been intense after an

incredible 44-goal debut campaign at Anfield that saw
him challenge for the Ballon d’Or.

And his lack of impact away from home is a worrying
trend that has now prolonged for months rather than
weeks. The Egyptian’s last goal from open play on the
road was on December 21. He was substituted after an
anonymous 79 minutes in a 0-0 draw at Manchester
United and missed two glaring opportunities in another
goalless draw in the Merseyside derby with Everton.

“I know he scored in February but, for me, since
Christmas, he’s been struggling. The worst thing is his
touch, his touch has deserted him,” former Liverpool
defender Steve Nicol, a European Cup winner with the
Reds told ESPN.

“This is the business time of the season so it needs to
be sorted out pretty quickly.” However, unlike United and
Everton’s more cautious tactics in recent weeks, to blunt
the Liverpool counter-attack, Bayern’s need to score
could favour the visitors’ pace on the break.

“They’ll need to come out a bit more, their fans will
demand they try to create,” said Liverpool left-back
Andy Robertson. “It’s all about trying to keep them out
first and foremost and then hopefully we can take the
chances we get.”  There would be no better way for
Salah to silence his doubters than landing a knockout
blow to one of European football’s heavyweights. — AFP

Spotlight on Salah to 
rediscover CL shine

ROME: Claudio Ranieri got off to a winning start as
Roma coach with Stephan El Shaarawy and Patrik
Schick’s first-half goals enough to squeeze past lowly
Empoli 2-1 on Monday to keep in touch with the
Champions League places.

Eusebio Di Francesco was sacked after the team’s
elimination in the Champions League last-16 last week
with Ranieri returning to the club he coached for 18
months until February 2011.

The 67-year-old former Roma player was welcomed
back to the Stadio Olimpico with a banner reading
“Good luck Mister Ranieri”.

“I thank the fans, as they gave us a big hand this
evening,” said Ranieri. 

“I didn’t expect us to play better, because this was a
tense team that was anxious and still dealing with
recent events.

“Putting a team together when we didn’t have many
players, and without the bigger players, the leaders that
give a sense of direction to the side, wasn’t easy,”
added the former Leicester and Chelsea coach. 

“I knew it was going to be tough.”
Captain Daniele De Rossi, Kostas Manolas, Lorenzo

Pellegrini and Cengiz Under were all out injured with
Edin Dzeko, Federico Fazio and Aleksandar Kolarov
suspended.

It was nervy debut against a side who are just one
point above the relegation zone.

El Shaarawy turned in off a corner after nine minutes
for his ninth league goal this season only for Empoli to
level when Roma defender Juan Jesus headed into his
own net.

The Romans nearly conceded another when
Giovanni Di Lorenzo sent just wide before Schick put
the hosts back on front after 33 minutes, jumping high-
est to nod in his third league goal this season.

Midfielder Nicolo Zaniolo hobbled off with a calf
injury with Schick also coming off injured while captain
Alessandro Florenzi was sent off for a second yellow
card with ten minutes to go.

El Shaarawy was then handed the captain’s armband
for the first time.

Empoli looked to have scored a late equaliser when
Rade Krunic fired into the goal on 89 minutes but a
VAR review disallowed it for a Dmitri Oberlin handball
in the build-up.

Slovenian forward Zan Celar, 19, got his first start
after Schick came off as Ranieri’s side held on in a
nervy six minutes of injury time to get back winning
after their 3-0 defeat to Lazio last time out.

Roma remain fifth, three points behind Inter Milan
who occupy the final Champions League berth, and
four adrift of third-placed AC Milan, with the city rivals
going head-to-head on Sunday.

Roma will be without Florenzi when they play SPAL
next weekend. —AFP

SHANGHAI: A referee who has taken charge of
World Cup qualifiers is the latest high-profile figure
to be accused of plagiarism in China, joining a slew
of top Communist Party officials. A former vice
president and a supreme court judge were among a
half-dozen officials who borrowed from other peo-
ple’s work without citing them for their university
theses, a recent AFP review found.

Top Chinese football referee Fu Ming has now
been dragged into the scandal, triggered by his
controversial performance during a top-flight
match which saw state media accuse him of “bias”.
The 36-year-old’s decisions on Saturday in the
Chinese Super League game between Shandong
Luneng and Henan Jianye were criticised by fans of
both sides and threw him into the spotlight.

In the aftermath Fu, one of five professional ref-
erees in Chinese football, was accused on social
media of plagiarising parts of an academic paper
he wrote about the sport. Nanhang Jincheng
College said in a statement on Weibo, China’s ver-
sion of Twitter, that it was monitoring the claims
against Fu, who has been an international referee
since 2014.

It later deleted the post and Fu has not respond-
ed publicly to the accusations, which were a major
theme of discussion on Weibo. Fu was a sports
teacher at the institution in Nanjing, near Shanghai,
from 2005 to 2016.

Fu, who officiated Asian qualifiers for the 2018
World Cup and was at the Asian Cup earlier this
year, was the subject of scathing criticism in state
media yesterday. The English-language version of
the China Daily accused him of “favouritism” in
Saturday’s controversial 2-2 draw, “which tarnishes
sportsmanship and the image of Chinese soccer”.

“The case should prompt the Chinese Football
Association to do more to uphold a good image of
Chinese football,” the newspaper said. “It should
investigate the decisions and disclose the results in
a timely manner to quell the public’s suspicions that
there were some underhand dealings behind Fu’s
performance.” — AFP 
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